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cHAPTER 10

PORTUGUESE LESSONS

From the main competitor of the British colonial state comes the accusa-
tion (1906): the opium problem exists

in particular thanks to the English [who] increased the opium misuse in 
china tremendously: at the moment this consists of nearly twenty million 
kilo every year, from which 3/4 is produced in china itself; in all other 
countries together only one to two million kilo is used as a luxury.1

A chutzpah: besides giving the wrong numbers, this competitor was the 
Dutch colonial government. At that time it was one of the largest distribu-
tors of opium and the largest producer of cocaine in the world! In addi-
tion, it will be suggested below that the British learned the job of doping a 
foreign population from the Dutch. 

In 1676, for instance, before the EIc, the Dutch East Indies company 
(VOc) obtained one of its trade monopolies for raw opium, and appar-
ently it was allowed to be the first imperialist to grow poppies.2 That is 
only one item in a chain of events and decisions which I want to unravel 
in this third part. It concerns nothing less than the story of how the Opium 
Question came into the world as an Original Western Sin and not a 
chinese, Indochinese or East Indies one, in short, not as the currently pre-
vailing, widespread image. 

As the English must have learned much from the Dutch, so the latter 
were zealous pupils of the Portuguese, eager to copy from them how to 
live, trade and be cruel in the East as an intruder. The southwestern coasts 
of India, called Malabar in the 17th-century, now known as Kerala, must 
have been the area in which their main confrontation took place.3 At that 

1 The Dutch Encyclopaedie, vol. III, p. 103.
2 In their long article in the Encyclopaedie, vol.III, p. 102-111 (ca. 1906) and another long 

article in its 1934 edition, p. 1249-1263 on the Dutch opium performance, the authors were 
inspired by George Watt’s Dictionary. They sketch the Dutch history of opium in specific 
details, comment on the Royal Commission report, mention carefully the opinions of sup-
porters and attackers (regret the activities of the latter), document extensively the produc-
tion, chemical substance, trade, consumption and profits. See for the following also T. 
Addens; M. de Kort; E. van Luijk/ J. van Ours; J. van Ours; E. Vanvugt.

3 For the following I largely used the documents and comments gathered in one of the 
many volumes of the Rijks Geschiedkundige Publicatiës (RGP), no. 43 also for the history of 
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time the Dutch had already established a bridgehead in ceylon: in 1656 
colombo was captured from the Portuguese after a siege of seven months. 
Thus, after 150 years in a city they largely built themselves, there came an 
end to the Portuguese hegemony on the island. colombo now became the 
Dutch base for many new operations against the Portuguese empire, the 
Estado da Índia.4 

In fact, a small part of it was the Malabar coast, attractive not only for 
its famous pepper but for many other reasons. A description from 1661 
details the beauty of its beaches and its cities like calicut or cochin. At the 
same time Wouter Schouten described the surroundings of Quilon as 

the coast with beautiful forests of high fruit-bearing coconut palms. Near 
the city we saw water on both sides surrounded by handsome green lands. 
In short, this land of Malabar was beautiful similar to the Earthly Paradise 
... And then he saw further on the inimical Malabarians in a village behind 
a palisade with canons ready to attack us..!5 

Later, in more peaceful times, an 18th-century traveler reminds himself 
of a Portuguese saying: ‘china is a country to earn money, cochin a place 
to spend it.’6 

These interesting qualities of the region could be an additional reason 
why the lethal competition between the Portuguese and the Dutch lasted 
for decades before a decision was reached. For the future of the opium 
trade in East Asia, that “moment” was of the utmost importance. 

Notwithstanding their basic unfriendly relationship, there was also 
some mutual influencing and communication. It is therefore worthwhile 
to describe the situation along the Malabar coast as a decor for the “clash 
of civilizations”.7 For both parties the homeland-colony relation was 

the VOc a main source. Below I call this volume “Kerala”. For the meanings of Malabar see 
the interesting lemma ‘Malabar’ in Hobson-Jobson, p. 539-544.

4 I have to refrain from discussing the important role the Portuguese military, mer-
chants and missionaries played from 1500 onwards in West and East Africa, the Middle 
East, the Indian Ocean, etc. I only mention here the excellent overview of S. Subrahman-
yam (1993) and volumes IV and V of the General History of Africa: the contributions of J. 
Devisse in: D. Niane (ed.), p. 635-673 and of A. Salim in B. Ogot (ed.), p. 750-776. The many 
volumes on the website of A. van Wickeren are also interesting. More recently, there is the 
interesting volume by E. van Veen, L. Blussé (ed.) with contributions by Om Prakash (p. 131 
-142), George Souza (p. 342-370) and others. Highly informative are the relevant reports of 
the contemporary travelers (more than the administrative or merchants’ reports of the 
VOc) like the 17th-century bestsellers of J. H. van Linschoten (1595) or of the Dutch medi-
cal doctor W. Schouten (1676).   

5 W. Schouten, p. 192.
6 Kerala, p. xxii.
7 For general information about this relationship, see the informative website www.

colonialvoyage.com organized by A. van Wickeren.
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important, not only in a political or military respect but certainly also in 
cultural terms. 

Above I have shown how important the “health complex” was in the 
English opium situation. Is something similar to be found centuries ear-
lier as a demonstration of this homeland-colony relationship? This will 
contribute to a better understanding of who were these first Western con-
querors and colonizers of India.

Portuguese Elite versus Portuguese Folk 8 

As shown in the English example, the proliferation of opium in society 
depends on the relationships between the participants in the «health 
business». century-long struggles were waged between the medical doc-
tors, apothecaries and pharmacists on the one side, and the folk-healers, 
who were dominant for a very long time, on the other. The latter could 
remain active because there was an overwhelming support for them not 
only among the so-called common folk, but also among the elite: the 
belief in many kinds of (semi-)magical practices, in particular in matters 
of life and death, pain and sorrow, was widespread.9 Portugal was no 
exception to this rule. 

The English example (ch. 8) talks about a revolutionary development 
in this elite-folk relationship. Around 1850 for many reasons, the “profes-
sionals” definitely won the struggle in that country. This was not only a 
matter of market power leading to a monopoly position with its monopo-
ly prices, but also of the state’s definition of power and of intervention.10 
For instance: some definition of disease or health used by the health 
authorities had serious consequences for which kind of medicine was pre-
scribed and used or not. consequently, also scholars unaware of the one 
interest or the other later legitimated the one position or the other. 

8 The following is largely based on T. Walker’s work about the contradictions between 
the folk-healers and the academic doctors, which perfectly fits with the Berridge-Edwards 
study.  

9 Interesting are the articles of Thomas Hauschild, Wolfgang Schneider and Irmgard 
Müller in the remarkable 1,600 pages work of G. Völger, K. von Weck (ed.), vol. 2, p. 618-
650.  

10 To understand this whole complexity, one could read G. Göckenjan’s chapter on 
‘Medical police’, p. 94-109 in which police as ‘Polizei’ had a much broader range of action 
as a London bobby. His book is a goldmine for the study of the new bourgeois “health-
machine” developed mainly in countries like Germany and France in the last part of the 
18th and 19th centuries. 
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Today, this is still reproduced in the regular clashes between the aca-
demic professionals in their white uniforms and the homeopathic healers 
in jeans. The heated debates mostly involve black-white dichotomies. 
Only wise or tolerant people know, for instance: ‘Postulating a sharp divi-
sion between popular and elite medicines ... fails to capture the medical 
reality of early modern Europe. Both the lay and the learned worlds shared 
medical practices and concepts ...’11 

I think, however, that the negation of those sharp divisions is largely 
wishful thinking and also a very recent phenomenon in which “chemical 
doctors” and “plant doctors” have started to cooperate. This happened 
under the influence of the chinese health infrastructure in which acu-
puncture, a wide use of medicinal plants and traditional healing methods 
go hand-in-hand with modern technology, chemical medicines and the 
like (see ch. 31). 

In early modern Europe all health products, the good and the bad, were 
still natural products (vegetable, animal and mineral); they were all found 
in nature. They could not be produced by some technological processing. 
Those in the profession of medical doctor or healer could not handle 
those products in any other way than keeping them as they were, crush-
ing or heating them. The usual medicine was a mixture of many of these 
natural ingredients, probably supposing that if one did not work, the oth-
ers would. The swallowing of pure, single ingredients must have been an 
exception. What the Arab handbooks prescribed from the 10th-century 
onwards was soon common practice mixed up with some local variants of 
plants, minerals or animals. 

In the European Renaissance under the influence of humanism or 
Venetian trade skills, the first improvements occurred. Still, the differenc-
es between academic medical doctors and other healers were not so 
much related to the medicines prescribed and the related experiential 
knowledge, but to the class of the patients and of healers/doctors, their 
positive relationship to the religious and worldly authorities, their work 
environment (universities) and some specific activities including the 
related knowledge. One example of the latter: anatomical experiments 
could never be done by folk healers. Because it concerned an expert activ-
ity, these experiments were immediately criticized by other learned peo-
ple in the harshest terms. Not only the ‘disgusting preoccupation of 
physicians with excrements’ and other similar vices were discussed or 

11 For this problematic see M. Lindemann, p. 11-17. See also G. Göckenjan, p. 267-305.
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their avarice (a common medieval complaint), but the new practices of 
anatomical experiments as

a form of public execution in which at one time they used to cut up con-
demned criminals, still alive and breathing, with savage tortures. Today, on 
account of reverence for the christian religion ... the man is first killed.12 

This was written at the beginning of the sixteenth-century. Learned writ-
ers about medicines in this period explained that some medicines worked 
not just through their combination of elementary qualities ‘but through a 
special occult power inherent in their whole substance or species’.13 This 
kind of discourse was essentially common to medicine, natural philoso-
phy, astrology and magic. It concerned the standard discourse among the 
erudite humanist elite of late Quattrocento Florence. 

cures by non-material means (prayer, incantations) were applied 
alongside treatments involving internal and external medication. And the 
stars also had a remarkable influence on human diseases. In addition, the 
limits of medicine were announced time and again, including the conten-
tion that ‘the good practitioner can do nothing and the patient dies any-
way ...’14 If detailed prescriptions are given, the symptoms of the patients 
remain very unclear, so that nobody could check the results. 

All this could refer to the specific Portuguese antagonisms at a later 
stage between the folk-healers and the learned medical doctors. This 
clash occurred in the first half of the 18th-century. This is, of course, about 
two centuries after the main clash between the Portuguese and the Dutch 
along the Malabar coast. 

How the Portuguese medical profession dealt with these folk healers 
was very crude compared to the way the English professionals did much 
later. The elite perceived those healers as the ones stealing most of their 
paying patients. However, the Portuguese method to eliminate this com-
petition was of the most rigorous kind. Relations between the Holy Office, 
the Royal court and the medical doctors created a constellation in which 
hundreds of healers were treated like infidels, criminals, sorcerers, here-
tics; in short as people who could be sentenced or killed under whatever 
pretext.15 

12 N. Siraisi, p. 198. See also M. Lindemann, p. 111.
13 N. Siraisi, p. 227.
14 Idem, p. 237.
15 See T. Walker’s statistics in the chapters 8 and 9. It is interesting how he could indi-

cate that in a university like coimbra, the main crime was ‘superstition’ and in the Inqui-
sition-dominated Evora ‘pact with the Devil’ (see p. 394).
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The subtitle of Walkers’ study refers to both ‘repression’ and 
‘Enlightenment’, for some a contradictio in terms. That is not the case, as is 
demonstrated from around 1715 onwards in Portugal. Indeed, elsewhere 
in Western Europe the witch hunts were over16; these Portuguese trials 
were very late. But also in Portugal, where folk healers were an accepted 
phenomenon extending back many centuries, there was a specific con-
stellation needed before the Inquisition trials started.

Here a liberally trained and “foreignized” Inquisitor-General super-
vised the Holy Office. This institute had the most dangerous definition of 
power. It was primarily responsible for bringing folk healers to trial after 
torturing them nearly to death, although before this period it seldom 
obstructed the healer’s work. 

This new activity of the Inquisition was directly and indirectly support-
ed from quite different sources: a king, sympathetic to certain enlighten-
ment ideas; expatriate physicians in London, Utrecht and Paris lobbied 
for it; Portuguese university-trained people, who had infiltrated the ranks 
of the Inquisition.17 

In short: it is a similar decision-making elite constellation to the one 
employed in England 150 years later (see ch. 8). In this perspective 
Portugal did not lag far behind. The methods used were very crude, but 
different institutions with different motives cooperated to arrive at the 
same aim. In Portugal, furthermore, the object of repression was not yet 
the medicine itself, its production, trade and distribution, but the person-
al infrastructure of the health industry, including its transformation into 
a more modern shape.

This Holy Office of the Inquisition, supported by the imperial adminis-
tration, exercised the policy of sending exiled convicts (degradados) to 
the colonies as a form of forced colonial emigration. Sooner or later, all 
other Western imperialists did the same. Few of these convicts returned 
to Portugal due to poor health or the expense of a homeward voyage. A 
remarkable characteristic of this emigration was the following:

… note that no mágicos were ever required to leave the Atlantic rim; none 
were sent east to the Estado da Índia. Instead, most were sent to Angola ...18 

16 In “progressive” Holland, for instance, the last period of the active witch hunts 
lasted from about 1560-1600. Still thirteen people were weighed to prove whether they 
were witches in the period 1674-1743 in the town of Oudewater. The suspicion exists that 
this concerns an ambiguous way of earning money. M. Lindemann, p. 110 writes about the 
cross-fertilization of religion and Enlightenment in “health” matters.

17 T. Walker, p. 395.
18 Idem, p. 303.
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Why this is the case is not specified. Generally, the small Portuguese colo-
nies were perpetually in need of “new blood”; soldiers, laborers and 
European-born women including African slaves. The secular state sent 
convicts to its conquered lands abroad already from the 15th-century 
onwards; that the “regular state”, the Roman catholic church, was even 
more active in this policy was certainly applauded. Magic healers may not 
have been allowed to go to Asian colonies because much more enlight-
ened people lived in the Estado da Índia.19 Probably one feared that “white 
magical Portuguese” would undermine the Portuguese idea of superiority 
in an Arab and Hindu world, much more civilized compared to black 
Angola: “failed magic” must certainly not be favorable to the authority 
which is responsible for it! 

Anyway, the aggressiveness of the Portuguese elite—enlightened or 
not—contrasted sharply with the normal, daily behavior of the peoples 
around the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean with which they tried to com-
municate and trade. And, let’s not forget, the Arab medical knowledge 
was miles ahead of the Portuguese, when the latter arrived in the realm 
around 1500 (see 1.3). 

Arab Trade in Peace

Before the Western powers started with their imperialism and colonial-
ism, Middle Eastern powers had lively commercial, cultural and political 
connections also with the west coastal countries of India with the Arabian 
Sea in the “middle”.20 centuries-old trade relations had been developed 
along the “Arabian coasts” and the many caravan routes. The latter includ-
ed not only the famous Silk Road, but a whole network from the Middle 
East (and, therefore, the Mediterranean) into the northern Indian regions 
and commercial cities like Surat(ta) in the West and along the River 
Ganges to Bengal in the East. Along these routes opium reached even 
china, although no quantities are known, and probably only medical pro-
fessionals or healers were the customers.

In the period 1300-1500 the character of the Asian trade ‘was essentially 
peaceful’. I found a remarkable confirmation of this in the writings of 
Gijsbert Karel van Hogendorp, the Dutch Minister who played a key role 

19 This could be a conclusion from Idem, p. 78.
20 See for the following the first chapter of A. Das Gupta, p. 1-33; S. Subrahmanyam 

(1993), p. 74 ff.; M. Roelofsz, p. 1-28; K. chaudhuri (1978), p. 1-19; T. I. Poonen, p. 1-12.
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after 1815 in the reconstruction of militant Dutch colonialism and imperi-
alism. His role will be discussed later (ch. 16). In his famous Contributions 
to the Political Economy of the State (Bijdragen) he wrote:

The trade relations of the Arabs (in India called Moors), whatever their 
extension through the whole of Asia, appear to be fully peaceful and free 
of all force of weaponry. The mutual interest and the commercial advan-
tages were the basis of the good relationship between the Arabs and the 
Princes and People of India … The Portuguese, however, could get the 
upper-hand by means of their arms, took possession of the trade notwith-
standing the competition of the Arabs.21 

For two centuries, until the beginning of the fifteenth-century, the 
chinese merchants with their large junks had a rather intense relation-
ship with the Malabar coast. The Arab dhouws from Egypt or Persia, how-
ever, which had always dominated had their basis mostly in calicut, 
where they met the chinese and then departed for the people of cathay. 
Merchants from the northwestern trading cities like Surat or Diu partici-
pated in these routes to which also the caravan trade was connected. 

Apart from classic robberies, trade was peaceful because the different 
Arabian traders did not compete among each other; to minimize risks 
they had shares in mutual ventures. Against outsiders they acted as if they 
exercised some kind of monopoly, although this concept can easily lead 
to misunderstandings. The chinese merchants experienced the effects of 
this as the King of calicut treated them badly after many decades of 
peaceful trade, upon which the chinese took revenge, sacked the city and 
disappeared from the coast. 

Das Gupta explains the Arabian trade morality as follows:

The inviolability of the trade caravans was generally recognized and plun-
dering of them censured. In the Muslim States that had been the case for a 
long time before. The unity of the gigantic caliphate ... had established the 
freedom of trade and security of the trader so firmly that they continued to 
exist even after the one large state had been divided into a number of prin-
cipalities ... As soon as a people participated in international trade it found 
itself compelled to abide honorably by the unwritten law of the inviolabil-
ity of the trader because the principle of reciprocity required it and other-
wise trade would be broken off. And trade had become a necessity.22 

This is not quoted here to create some romantic picture of the past; “good 
old times” almost never existed. It is given because of the tremendous cul-

21 G.K. van Hogendorp, vol. X, p. 3.
22 A. Das Gupta, p. 7.
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ture shock the Western European traders brought. This in all respects: the 
Portuguese claim ‘to monopolize the spice trade called for a total exclu-
sion of Asian shipping from the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea.’23 That 
meant protracted war against indigenous peoples and powers. 

The Portuguese (a century before the Dutch or English and French) 
used new kinds of vessels and arms technology. They acted and were soon 
treated as invaders only, notwithstanding their different factions (royal 
warriors, employees of the Estado da Índia with private business, or pri-
vate traders) with different commercial and shipping interests. 

Next, whatever these differences, they all had monopolizing aims, 
whereupon trade was automatically transformed from a peaceful into a 
military affair. As other Westerners came into the area, they also were 
competed against in a lethal way.

In the meantime a permanent religious war was raging in Europe, like 
the Eighty Years’ War, the Thirty Years’ War, and so on. The antagonistic 
christian belief systems were all propagated on the Malabar coast and 
elsewhere. But the culture shock was much deeper: Westerners were 
highly arrogant, demanding real monopolies with a gun to the head of the 
indigenous rulers; they destroyed whole landscapes at will or activated 
conflicts between ethnic groups and acted repeatedly in a genocidal way 
against indigenous peoples; they did not bring much merchandise from 
the West that was useful for the East and became simply new competitors 
in the existing inter-Asian trade; they largely perceived indigenous people 
as animals or racially “undervalued”, obvious prey for fun, hunt and con-
version; and so on and so forth.24 

Many legitimating doctrines were always available in the West. For 
this kind of trading practices, there was the code of conduct known as the 
Mare Liberum (“From the Liberty of the Sea”; 1609), constructed by the 
Dutch lawyer Hugo Grotius. Its rules were acknowledged by all European 
powers as a true doctrine. The reason for writing this code was highly 
symptomatic: the VOc asked this lawyer to legitimate the capture of a 
very large Portuguese ship (the Santa Catharina) in the Strait of Malacca 
in 1604, which yielded the VOc a profit of 3 million guilders. In fact, the 
first draft of Grotius’s code was titled De Iure Praedae, On the Right of 

23 O. Prakash, in: E. van Veen; L. Blussé (ed.), p. 132.  
24 H. van Santen, p. 208, concluded concerning the difference between the VOc and 

its Asian competitors: ‘The companies seem to have had at their disposal far greater mari-
time and technological means for enforcing their policies than were available to their 
Asian competitors ... Violence was a necessary part of the market strategy of the VOc.’ 
Below, in ch. 13 we have to elaborate further on the subject “violence”.
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Piracy!25 A mutual tolerance and cooperation, as the Arabian trading 
morality prescribed, were not envisaged: the sea is a matter of “free for all” 
and in practical terms: but for “us” only and “among us”, only for the one 
with the best warriors and guns. 

The Portuguese arrived for the first time in India in 1498, more precise-
ly in calicut, where the ruler was friendly to foreign traders.26 Just two 
years later cabral showed his new military strength by destroying a fleet 
from several Arabian powers and slaughtered all the people. That was 
only a testimony of cruelty, not a serious military victory. The Portuguese 
ships were far better armed and much more manoeuvrable than the 
Muslim ships, which were mostly small commercial vessels and old gal-
leys. 

The petty rulers on the Indian West coast had to accept the new 
Portuguese repression and occupation. Goa, in the middle of this coast-
line, became the seat of the Portuguese Viceroy and the headquarters of 
all operations against the African east coast (Mozambique, Mombasa), 
the Arabian peninsula and much further to the east up to Macao, the 
main Portuguese location in china. 

The Egyptian Mamaluks and their allies became the fiercest competi-
tors in the Arabian Sea. The Portuguese build a series of fortifications in 
the Persian Gulf with Hormuz as their main seat. In a time of relative 
peace, a lively trade developed from this city with the Persians, Turks, and 
other Arabian peoples and countries. The Portuguese conquered or con-
trolled main centers in this web, after which they tried to get on speaking 
terms with their former enemies, now backed by their strongholds. 

Notwithstanding this, most indigenous peoples and powers remained 
suspicious and inimical thanks to their periodic, highly cruel behavior. 

An important aspect in this trade was that the Portuguese and later the 
Dutch or English did not bring many products needed in the East, but act-
ed mainly as intermediaries between the African, Arabian and Indian 
countries and buyers of resources for an European market. A network, 
including its products, was intensified which was already well known to 
the many African, Arabian, Indian or chinese merchants. The merchant 
communities accepted this more or less, because these strong, terrifying 
christian intruders could always be bypassed by smuggling and piracy. 

25 See a review of the newest edition of Mare Liberum (Leiden: Brill, 2009) by F.  
Jens ma in NRC- Handelsblad 12-12-2009. Today one relies on this book to legitimate, among 
others, the catch of whole fish populations in foreign (coastal) waters of weak countries. 

26 For this history see S. Subrahmanyam (1993); the second essay in Idem (2005),  
p. 17-45 and the excellent website of Arnold van Wickeren www.colonialvoyage.com.
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That became the daily practice branded by the European intruders as 
“illicit”, “forbidden” and “asking for serious revenge” and not perceived as 
legitimate resistance.27 Notwithstanding this, several famous trade ports 
could not withstand the new competition and declined.

On the Malabar Coast

This situation existed also on the Malabar coast from the moment cabral 
demonstrated the strength of the Portuguese: calicut or cannanore 
declined, while cochin could adjust to the new situation. In particular, 
the Zamorin in calicut—overlord of many Malabar rulers—tried to expel 
and dislodge the Western enemy. The southern rulers from cochin, etc. 
accepted them as a weapon against their own enemy, the Zamorin: the 
enemy of their enemy became the best friend of the newly arrived trad-
ers-warriors. 

For nearly a century the Portuguese remained in complete control, 
which they extended to the chinese and Japanese coasts as well: in 1514 
they arrived off china, while the first English ship came in 1626. The 
Portuguese onslaught was also responsible for transforming Islamic soci-
ety in Malabar (Kerala) or, more precisely, for drastically changing the 
mutual relations of the Islamic and dominant Hindu societies on the 
coast and further inland regions.28 

The arrival of the Portuguese was the trigger for the militarization of 
the Muslim community and a start for its emancipation from Hindu dom-
ination as well. From this fighting the Portuguese, and later the Dutch and 
English, benefited greatly: divide and rule became daily practice, with all 
the tricks available from extensive European experience. For the 
Europeans, Hinduism and its variants remained the most foreign religion, 
as revealed in the many pejorative remarks about Hindu gods, rituals and 
temples in the European voyage literature. A characterization as

27 A good example of the relation of Portuguese intruder versus “pirates” around the 
middle of the 16th-century is c. Boxer (1985).

28 For the following see S. F. Dale, whose frontier concept may be debatable, but who 
wrote an excellent study about the many effects of the foreign (Portuguese, Dutch and 
English) assaults on the Malabar societies. See also eyewitness W. Schouten’s story  
(p. 239-249) about the arrival and cruel assault of the Portuguese on the Malabar coast.
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Islam, clear cut, individualistic, democratic, simple—Hinduism, abstruse, 
caring little for the individual, essentially undemocratic and extremely 
complicated’29 

is a present-day monotheistic generalization. Islam, represented by the 
Arab and Muslim merchants, smugglers, pirates and cities like calicut, 
was a more direct competitor at sea, however, and an inimical monothe-
istic religion. cabral, commander of the second Portuguese fleet, was 
instructed to remind the Zamorin of calicut 

 that all christian princes were obliged to fight against Muslims, who should 
be expelled from calicut ... [and] that all ships of Meccan Muslims were to 
be attacked if encountered at sea.30 

cabral was, like Vasco Da Gama, highly suspicious and full of misunder-
standings about the newly discovered societies and quickly ready to 
avenge alleged cheating in business. He and his priestly advisers were at 
first not even aware that there was no christian society here! 

cabral provoked a round of serious violent exchanges which he ended 
by seizing five ships from Muslim merchants, murdering or burning their 
crews alive and then bombarding calicut. When Da Gama returned in 
1502 with a huge fleet armed to the teeth, he burned a pilgrim ship bound 
for Mecca on the open sea, including all persons who came from calicut. 
Then he approached this city to demand that the Zamorin expels the 
Muslim merchants, the foundation of the Zamorin’s wealth and prosper-
ity. The Zamorin refused, whereupon Da Gama seized another ship, 
decapitated the crew, mutilated the bodies and sent the remains to the 
Zamorin, while bombarding the city. Message: you had better deal with 
the Portuguese than with these ‘dogs of Mecca’. 

29 Quoted in K. de Schweinitz Jr., p. 57.
30 S. F. Dale, p. 38 ff. also for the following cruel story.

®
Map 3. East Asia according to Portuguese mapmakers ca. 1550
Source: J. H. van Linschoten, Itinerario, vol. 3 found by J. H. van Linschoten during his stay 
in Goa and issued anew by him with a Dutch legend: ‘Exact design of all the coasts and 
countries from china, cochinchina, cambodia, Siam, Malacca, Arrakan and Pegu includ-
ing all the neighboring large and small islands. Furthermore are designed all cliffs, reefs, 
sandbanks, dry places and shallow waters: everything what the old and best maps show 
which were used by the Portuguese steersmen.’ 
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This and other similar events31 were the start of a systematic attempt to 
forcibly seize control of the spice trade and initiate the European assault 
on the East. Before sailing back to Portugal, Da Gama left behind a flotilla 
guarding their factories and chasing away or attacking “inimical” vessels. 
It remained there for the rest of the century, which meant a constant state 
of war.32 The Muslims countered this blockade by gradually developing a 
system of naval guerrilla warfare to attack Portuguese ships. The 
Portuguese retaliation was always carried out in a disproportionate way, 
so that not only ships were destroyed but also mosques, villages or towns 
were burned and, if possible, the people killed. The overall militarization 
of the region resulted in local Islamic societies in which no distinction 
was made between merchants and “pirates”, in fact, resistance fighters 
against the intruders and Portuguese colonizers. Whatever friendly con-
nections Portugal established against calicut and trade monopolies, the 
Zamorin they could not destroy: in 1571 the Portuguese were even kicked 
off its coasts.

At sea the Portuguese could not stop the Muslim competition from 
Malabar33 or from Persia, Egypt or Turkey, while on the land their monop-
oly did not reach further than the cannons of their many coastal strong-
holds. Also, several Asian traders of the northwestern coast (from Surat to 
Hormuz) continued their traditional business with Middle Eastern and 
East Asian countries. Still, it is clear that the Portuguese had a hegemonic 
position over nearly the whole west coast of India from 1500 onwards. 

31 S. Subrahmanyam (2005), p. 35 ff. mentions another hair-raising event of about 1557 
in which the Portuguese destroyed everybody and everything with 8000 victims ‘the 
greater part of them useless [inútil] people’ for no other reason than the Portuguese lost 
confidence in some appointment and were tired of waiting. The activities of Simão de 
Andrade around 1520 in china (e.g. his hunt for young girls of chinese well-to-do families 
to sell them as slaves) were shocking. Many times the serious cruelties and devastations 
on ceylon are described. See for all these actions c. Boxer (1985), p. 127 ff., 87 ff. (the total 
devastation and murder of the rich commercial but largely unarmed entrepôt of Broach), 
the punitive expeditions of Ruy Freyre, etc. See also A. van Wickeren, part 10, ch. 3 and part 
12 ch. 3.

32 S. Subrahmanyam (2005), p. 46 ff.
33 S. F. Dale, p. 23 ff. about the four communities (two Hindus, two Muslim) who car-

ried out all commercial activities. The Muslim Pardesis, from Persia or Arabia, resided 
seasonally along the Malabar coast. They were specialized in the very profitable spice 
trade between Kerala and West Asia, participated in the trade routes from here up to Ven-
ice. The second Muslim community, the very influential Mappilas, were also prosperous 
maritime merchants but bound to the region by intermarriage with the local population. 
The Portuguese called all these Muslims the ‘evil generation [which] continues to increase 
in Malabar’. 
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This ended definitively in 1663 at least for the Malabar coast, ceylon and 
the coromandel coast of east India.

The situation became complicated after the arrival of European com-
petitors of the Portuguese. Many times the newcomers were hailed as lib-
erators from the Portuguese plague by people who did not yet realise the 
menace posed by these northern Europeans.34 From the beginning of the 
17th-century, particularly the Dutch (not yet the English trader-warriors) 
undermined the Portuguese hegemonic regime bit by bit. Their main base 
was the Indian archipelago (later Indonesia) from which they expanded 
their trade relations to china and Japan, but also to the east coast of India 
(coromandel, Bengal, etc.) and ceylon. From the latter island they 
jumped to the Malabar coast (Kerala), the most southern part of west 
India. 

From the Portuguese the Dutch learned many things. They had had fre-
quent European trade relations with the Portuguese in the 16th-century.35 
In the Asian sphere they first copied the Portuguese organization of the 
trade by means of combining “passports” (cartazes) with monopolies. 
This concerns exclusive rights of trading with some product or with some 
country, location or ruler. If someone else wanted to trade at the same 
location, etc. he needed a cartaz of the monopoly holder which could be 
obtained for a certain compensation.36 The Dutch added to this proce-
dure the drawing up of a contract in which the trade conditions were 
fixed. This gave them a “legal” basis for their claims and for reprisals after 
the inevitable violations of these contracts by “smuggling” practices, etc. 
Also, the policy of divide and rule using the indigenous potentates was 
effective after building up a position of strength. 

The Dutch next learned that a network of fortifications had to be part 
and parcel of the monopoly position in the region. And finally, they cop-
ied from the Portuguese the habit of combining trade with preaching the 
christian belief (calvinist). A Jesuit missionary explained the situation: 

34 That happened also in the Indonesian archipelago as Georg Rumphius, p. 35, 50, 62, 
69, etc. could report in 1678. Rumphius Lant-Beschrijvinge is a remarkably detailed descrip-
tion of nearly all the settlements in the Moluccas, the spice islands, including their Portu-
guese history. The most dramatic aspect is the fate of the people of the Banda islands who 
‘welcomed the Dutch, whom they saw as their saviours from the detested Portuguese’: a 
few years later they were all eliminated by the Dutch driven by their hunger for nutmeg 
and mace! See J. Villiers, p. 749 and below. 

35 See the contribution of J. Paviot in: E. van Veen; L. Blussé (ed.), p. 24-35.
36 O. Prakash in: E. Locher-Scholten and P. Rietbergen (ed.), p. 187 ff.
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If there were no merchants searching in the East and West Indies for earthly 
treasures, who could then transport the preachers bringing the celestial 
treasures.37

What they did not learn from the catholic Portuguese was their extensive 
cultural accommodation to the local people and cultures: intermarriage 
was normal, as was learning each other’s languages, customs, clothing, 
etc. This always remained a specific characteristic of the paternalistic 
Portuguese colonization.38 The background to this is that their settlers in 
Goa, Macao, Mozambique or Brazil tended to separate themselves from 
Portugal, whereupon they decided “to go native”.

Apart from their excessive greed, the Protestants mostly remained sep-
arated from and suspicious-inimical to indigenous neighbors in the colo-
nies; their racial prejudices were quite different from those of the catholics 
(and the Portuguese ones differed from the Spanish). Massacres remained 
a more relevant option than racial intermixture. 

The Dutch did not copy the Portuguese lessons easily: after excesses 
or—at the end of the 19th-century—a so-called “ethical movement” was 
propagated to “go native” in order to penetrate the indigenous societies 
much better and counteract all forms of nationalism more effectively in 
the colonies. Finally, in the 19th and early 20th-century in the Dutch colo-
nies, so-called Indos were born as a result of intermarriage between main-
ly Dutch men and indigenous women. They remained the most staunch 
defenders of Dutch interests.

In the 17th-century the calvinist Wouter Schouten described the differ-
ences between the Portuguese and Dutch on the Malabar coast as follows:

Better than the Dutch they knew how to discipline reluctant people to work 
for them. First thanks to the Portuguese language which could be learned 
rather easily by the Indian people ... Second, there is the Portuguese image-
worship, which looks so similar to the idolatry of these pagans, as I could 
see with my own eyes. It looks like as if the latter learned many of those 
ridiculous gestures of the Portuguese and vice versa ... Third, the Portuguese 
are able to suppress the Indians quite easily by their flattery and deceitful 

37 Kerala, p. xxxvii.
38 See my article about the Mozambique colonization of the Portuguese in H. Derks 

(ed.), p. 63 ff. W. Schouten’s description of the Portuguese, p. 247, 248 full of the usual rac-
ism. He is, in particular, not a friend of women. Still, there are exceptions: Dutch mer-
chants often married indigenous women in Surat. However, they were of Armenian 
descent, foreigners to the inhabitants of Surat, and christianized. See F. Pelsaert, p. 18 ff. 
Highly relevant are M. Meilink-Roelofsz, p. 237 ff. and M. Barend-Van Haeften, chapter 6. 
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temptations. We have not learned this, so that we have to pay the pearl 
fishermen much more.39 

The question is a popular theme in historical research which was, appar-
ently, dominated by a Weberian approach for a long time.40 This largely 
concerns a minor problem, however, which is not going to be discussed 
here.41 What Schouten describes points to a real difference, but the Dutch 
lack of ability to deal with foreign societies has been largely sublimated by 
an enormous cruelty expressed against foreign people in Asia (see ch. 13). 

The normal, very christian-calvinist-inspired language of people like 
Schouten already indicates this clearly: indigenous people are not only 
ridiculed because they worship strange gods (‘damned gods’), they are 
often compared to animals and always treated within the most rigorous 
friend-enemy framework. Any opposition against a Dutch imperialist 
assault had to be eliminated (killed) with the help of God, who is a Dutch 
local War God always urging the elimination of enemies. If one does not 
succeed directly in this aim—the Dutch can always made mistakes—one 
has to compromise even with “brown and yellow” people, until one’s 
strength is regained. These thoughts and attitudes would have greatly 
reduced the calvinists’ willingness and ability to proselytize.

39 W. Schouten, p. 188. Earlier (p. 179, 180) he talks about how at the coromandel coast 
(Southeast India) he met Dutch men who were married to Portuguese mestizo women 
and “even” with Indian women still called ‘brown animals’, notwithstanding their conver-
sion to christianity: these “deserters” never intended to go back to “patria”. Much later, in 
the 19th and 20th centuries it was not unusual in the Dutch East Indies for Dutch “whites” 
to marry indigenous women, from whom the so-called “Indo’s” descended.

40 K. chaudhuri (1978), p. 145 ff.; S. Subrahmanyam (1993), p. 271 ff.; J. van Leur;  
J. Goody, passim.

41 I have devoted many contributions to the Weberian approach. For the latest, see my 
programmatic article (2008). The much discussed theory of the sociologist J. c. van Leur is 
uninteresting not because it is very old-fashioned (1955), because it was based on that part 
of Weber’s oeuvre which was already heavily criticized at that time, the calvinism-capi-
talism thesis. It is more important to note that the differences between a catholic and 
(calvinst) Protestant imperialism and colonialism is still relevant if one analyzes them by 
means of Weber’s oikos—market theory. That cannot be done here. For Van Leur see also 
F. Gaastra, p. 97, 108. For the behavior of Dutch merchants, etc. in Surat (also compared to 
the non-calvinist Protestants, the English) see also the Van Linschoten editor H. Terpstra, 
p. 83 ff. or p. 99 (Baldeus’s advices) or the stringent power instructions from the VOc 
Directors against Surat (p. 100 ff.).
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What Did the Dutch Learn about Opium from the Portuguese? 

Opium undoubtedly belonged among the many products in the assort-
ment of the Asian and Portuguese merchants long before Dutch or other 
European ships were seen in the Indian Ocean. Barbosa (1516) states: 

The chinese are also great navigators ... they go with all their goods to 
Malacca ... for the return voyage they ship drugs of cambay, much afiam, 
which we call opium, wormwood, saffron, etc.42

The story goes that already during the first phase of the Portuguese assault 
on the Middle Eastern and West Indian coasts (Aden, Red Sea, calicut, 
Diu, etc.), Admiral Albuquerque envisaged a commercial future. In a let-
ter to King Manuel (1-12-1513), he asks him to send a large stock of mer-
chandise. In particular, he proposes to exploit a poppy-growing culture on 
the Azores and to start growing poppies in Portugal: thanks to his own 
devastating attacks on the Middle East, the opium trade to India had 
come to an end, the price had soared eight-fold, and it was a much beloved 
article in India. Every year, he wrote, I need a shipload of opium, which is 
very important.43

I doubt whether the Portuguese started to grow poppies at home in 
order to import opium into the Middle Eastern and Indian realm. To my 
knowledge the Portuguese trade in opium played only a minor role any-
way. Around 1600 it is still so rare that is reported: ‘In 1589 and again in 
1616, opium occurs in the tariff of duties on imported goods.’44 

This changed drastically under the influence of the Dutch and English 
success in the opium trade.45 Their low profile in the opium business 
before then is not strange because—notwithstanding Albuquerque’s 
opinion—‘the total consumption ... seems to have been quite small until 
about the middle of the seventeenth-century’.46 And that was exactly the 
time the lessons were learned and the Dutch pupils ousted their masters 
(around 1660; see further next chapter). Until that date the Dutch had 
traded opium under the same conditions as the Portuguese.

In the Middle East opium was apparently known from the 11th-century. 
It is, anyway, frequently mentioned in Persian literature and was intro-

42 Quoted by J. Rowntree, p. 7. Barbosa also mentions that the opium coming from 
Aden commanded a higher price than the Malwa drug from cambay. 

43 D. Owen, p. 2; A. van Wickeren, part. 6.2. (The Trade with Malabar), p. 2.
44 J. Rowntree, p. 7.
45 See among others G. clarence-Smith, p. 25, 26 and passim.
46 O. Prakash (1985), p. 145; see also O. Prakash in: E. van Veen; L. Blussé (ed.), p. 136. 
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duced there from a country west of Iran (Turkey, Egypt?). As in china a 
century later, in 1621 a Persian ruler, Abbas I, tried to enforce the prohibi-
tion of wine drinking and opium consumption. It can be assumed that in 
the seventeenth-century, it was not consumed only as a medicine.47 Still, 
the cultivation, consumption and export remained limited in Persia and 
elsewhere in the Middle East for the simple reason that the technique of 
large-scale production became available in Persia from India only in 1850. 

Abbas’s prohibition of opium consumption came at a time when not 
only the Dutch and English, but also the Persians challenged the 
Portuguese might and undermined the Estado da Índia. In 1622, for 
instance, the Persians conquered one Portuguese stronghold after the 
other with the assistance of six English ships, including the large fortress 
of (H)Ormuz. But it took another thirty years before the last Portuguese 
stronghold in the Persian Gulf, Mascate, surrendered to the Persians. 

Another opium relationship between the Portuguese and Dutch con-
cerns Jan Huygen van Linschoten, described at length in 1.3. He was a 
zealous pupil for many years, while serving as the Protestant Archbishop 
in Goa. He copied “top secret” nautical maps and Duarte Barbosa’s trea-
tise about amphioen, amfion, afyūn or related names like taryāk (later 
called opium).48 We may suppose that he also knew the writings of the 
physician and botanist Garcia de (da) Orta, who lived earlier in Goa, man-
aging a garden with many herbs to study their healing powers. De Orta 
must have been familiar with the means of treating the many kinds of 
poppies (including Papaver somniferum) as this was common knowledge 
in the Middle East from about the 11th-century. De Orta (1563) wrote, for 
instance, that he

47 Regularly, holy men lashed out at those who ‘drank ‘araq (an alcoholic spirit), took 
opium, smoked, played musical instruments, shaved their beards ...’ and so on, as was the 
case, for instance, in Aleppo. See A. Marcus, p. 221. The actual use of alcohol and opium 
‘remained relatively restricted and almost entirely hidden, due largely to powerful Muslim 
prohibitions and to limited availability. Smoking tobacco ‘mixed with intoxicating drugs 
… was widespread and open’ (Idem, p. 233).  

48 I thank Dr. Timothy Walker (University of Massachusetts)for his information on 
the Portuguese performance. In the sixtieth chapter of Linschoten’s story, Paludanus 
refers to a ‘Garcius ab Horto’ and ‘Garciae’. Linschoten lived in Goa about twenty years 
after the death of Garcia de Orta, but he used De Orta’s writings. A large part of Lin-
schoten’s chapter thirty on the Portuguese (p. 145-152) is copied by W. Schouten, p. 248 ff. 
without referring to the source. For the following see also the long and well documented 
article of S. Shahnavaz. For Garcia de (da) Orta see also J. Villiers, p. 726. See also the con-
tribution of Arie Pos about Van Linschoten’s stay in Goa in: E. van Veen; L. Blussé (ed.),  
p. 89-108. Remarkably enough, Pos posed several interesting questions, but none about 
the originality of Linschoten, nor about the opium-amphioen problem. 
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knew a Secretary of Nizamoxa, a native of coraçon [Khurāsān], who every 
day eat three tollas, or a weight of 10½ cruzados ... though he was a well-
educated man, and a great scribe and notary, he was always dozing or sleep-
ing; yet if you put him to business, he would speak like a man of letters and 
discretion ...49

From De Orta also comes the information that opium is mixed by the rich 
not only with nutmeg, etc., but even with ambar, which is not the well-
known resin ambre jaune, but the name for the intestines of the sperm 
whale, found floating on the seas in the tropics.50 Rowntree quotes 
Barbosa and some ‘Acosta [sic], a Portuguese doctor and naturalist’, stat-
ing that around 1590 opium was not much heard of outside of medical 
recipes. At the same time the reverse is claimed: ‘Though condemned by 
reason, it is used so extensively that it is the most general and familiar 

49 Quoted by the editors in F. S. Manrique, vol. 1, p. 58 note 25.
50 Idem, p. 59 note 30.

Ill. 8. People from the Malabar coast, ca. 1600
Source: J.H. Van Linschoten, Itinerario: ‘The Machometizes of cananor, the mortal ene-
mies of the Portuguese; Inhabitants of Malabar between Goa and cochin on the seaside 

there where the pepper grows.’
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remedy of degraded debauchees.’51 One may suppose that in those 
 societies the appearance of debauchees was quite exceptional. Until the 
middle of the 17th-century, indeed, the information is not representative 
enough and rather contradictory.

Van Linschoten never reports directly about De Orta’s studies, but 
writes extensively about herbs he saw during his Itinerario or copied from 
the Portuguese.52 For instance, in chapters about the herbs betel and 
dutroa or the areca nut, the addictions of Indians and Portuguese are 
described. It was copied in the seventeenth-century by many writers like 
the Portuguese priest Fray Sebastien Manrique, who traveled extensively 
in Bengal, Arakan (more or less East Bangladesh or NW Burma) and china 
in the 1630s and 1640s. With the approval of the Pope, he published his 
Itinerario about ten years later.

In Arakan he found ‘a plant called Anfion, resembling our hemp ... When it 
is in flower it is called Posto. From this plant and its fruit a very bitter black 
extract is obtained, called by them Anfion, which is largely used by Orientals 
to assist in the gratification of lust and lewdness, by increasing their sexual 
power ... [then follows the information about the doses and poisonous char-
acter well known from Linschoten, De Orta and Barbosa] … This Anfion 
mixed with any proportion of oil is a powerful poison ... The rich, moreover, 
usually mix these drugs [M. points to post, bangue and opium] … with 
nutmeg, mace, cloves, Borneo camphor, ambar, and almiscre, all heating 
substances which act as an incentive towards the attainment of that par-
ticular end to which all their barbarous and bestial luxury is addressed ... 
For, being mere Barbarians and people ignorant of our true and sacred 
religion, they think only of pleasures of the flesh, believing that the highest 
pitch of human beatitude lies in them.53

During his visits to the Arakan public markets and shops, he is astonished 
about what is sold there in abundance. Not only all kinds of precious jew-
elry and stones, but also products from almonds to incense, vermilion to 
indigo, opium to tobacco, and so on. Among ‘drugs’ he does not subsume 
opium, but nutmeg, pepper, cinnamon, mace and cloves.54 Also on the 

51 J. Rowntree, p. 7.
52 He had many opportunities to plagiarize Portuguese writers. Not only Garcia de 

Orta, but many Portuguese botanists were active in the same period. christobal Acosta 
(1515-1594) studied mimosa, pineapple, tamarind; Filippo Sassati (1540-1588), who was in 
Goa, came with the acacia; while Barbosa also discovered cardamom on the Malabar 
coast. They were eager to discover new plants and to merchandize them, like Vasco da 
Gama himself who discovered the quality and value of the Malabar spices.

53 F. S. Manrique, vol. 1, p. 58-60. In the extensive notes the editors often refer to Garcia 
de Orta, Linschoten or some Hobson -Jobson article.

54 Idem, vol. 1, p. 380 ff.
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main route to Bengal, he arrived at markets with many kinds of products 
like ‘cotton, cloth, silk, herbs, much opium and poppy-seed, things I have 
already fully described’.55 It is noteworthy that he did not report about 
opium in his reports on china.

Whatever Manrique’s opinion about “barbarian lust”, his religious ene-
my, the calvinist Schouten, gave the following impression of the life and 
times of the first Portuguese colonizers on the West coasts of India in the 
same period. Their ‘very promiscuous’ women are always accompanied in 
public by their slaves:

the slaves for bearing their palanquins or parasols, the women slaves for 
carrying some prayer book [and boxes] with betel, areca nuts and the like. 
There is no man who may talk to another’s husband or daughter without 
serious trouble, but some women are so tricky ... to play a wonderful theater. 
They give their husband first the juice of the sleeping herb dutroa. When 
he sleeps sound, she spend a good time with her lover. ... Women ... chew 
from early in the morning unto late in the evening, at home or in public, 
betel and areca nuts. Many are so addicted to it that they even continue 
with it in church. They also like very much to take snuff; they always carry 
with them a small snuff box ... Just like heavy smokers of tobacco they 
become slaves to their bad customs and dirty lust.56 

For the effects of dutroa, consult the original Linschoten chapter (the 
61st) which is written with much more passion and spectacular details: 
the drug is so effective that her husband can keep his eyes open without 
seeing how his wife makes love to someone else in his presence, etc. It 
concerns here a poppy-like herb, which is also deadly if one takes too 
much of it. Neither Linschoten nor Schouten give comparable details 
about the use of opium among the Portuguese. This is remarkable with 
such an attractive environment for it in Goa and other centers.

Recent research apparently shows how the Portuguese bought opium 
and medicinal plants in Persia from 1550 onwards. Opium was also used 
‘as a recreational substance or reward for garrison troops’.57 The main 
way to disseminate opium and medicinal herbs was through the 
Portuguese maritime colonial network: officials, commanders and 

55 Idem, vol. 2, p. 99, see also p. 118.
56 W. Schouten, p. 249; in p. 267 he adds that too much of dutroa results in ‘crying or 

laughing like mad before death’; is less consumed than ‘one is for sixteen hours totally 
crazy or one sleeps twenty-four hours ...’ .

57 According to a conference report on ‘Portugal, the Persian Gulf and Safavid Persia’ 
(September 2007 in Washington) this research is done by Timothy Walker. See www.iran-
heritage.org.
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 missionaries with their organizations were the agents. Indian opium and 
Indian medicinal remedies were also transferred through these channels. 

In the sixteenth-century the Portuguese (like the Asian merchants) 
brought opium in small quantities from the Middle East as far as NE India, 
Bengal. It was in the next century that the Dutch arrived in Bengal from 
Batavia to transport opium further to the Far East, mainly to the East 
Indian archipelago and also to china. In this way the Far Eastern market 
was probably opened up initially to Indian opium by Pieter van den 
Broecke.58 In July 1614 he was on the comores writing that Arabs brought 
textiles here from Gujarat but also ‘much anfion’; next month he arrived 
in chihiri, two days out of Aden: ‘From here comes the best affioen from 
Arabia Felix, which is exported in large quantities’; in September he 
reports from Aden that he ‘sometimes’ bought a lot of ‘anfioen’. About 
ceylon (1615) he states that the people like ‘anfion’ as well as many other 
products like dried fish.59 About Djibla (1616): ‘Here the best anfioen of 
the whole of Jemen is made ...’ as if he is familiar with several qualities of 
opium. Four years later, he arrives in an Arabian village and reports: ‘here 
the best anfioen of the whole of Arabia is made, which is exported every-
where ...’60 

During his long stay in Surat, one of the main trading ports in the realm, 
he must have become very familiar with the Arabic trading business 
(including opium). One of the very few times he provides concrete fig-
ures, he gives the contents of 46 small ships traveling from Goa: no opium 
is mentioned (1624). The next year 15 vessels from Malabar arrived in 
Surat with ropes, coconuts, afion ‘and other merchandise of little value’.61 

Therefore, one can safely conclude that opium was not an important 
product for anybody, although it was regularly sold, a known product, but 

58 The most irritating editor of his writings, W. coolhaas, clearly does not like “Bel-
gians”, because he accuses Van den Broecke of excessive careless behavior (in his language 
as if he had to write as a 20th-century professor or in his bookkeeping in Surat where v.d.B. 
stayed for eight years, although c. knows nothing about this bookkeeping), of telling sto-
ries only in his own advantage, of liking too much wine and women, of vanity, of a lack of 
authority on the ships he commands, and so on. See introduction to Broecke, vol. 1, p. 2 ff.

59 See respectively Broecke, vol. 1. p. 18, 27, 33, 77. Here opium is indicated as afioen, 
affioen or afion as a translation of the Arabic afyūn; later the Dutch always talked about 
amphioen. Broecke states that the dried fish was named ‘bonnitis’, which must be the 
bonito fish, a small kind of tuna fish well-known in the Indian Ocean. After Van den 
Broecke’s rather precise report that this fish was used also as money, coolhaas thinks it 
clever to remark that B. is mistaken: it must be kauri-shells (p. 77 note 4). 

60 Broecke, respectively p. 99 and 245; see for a similar message, p. 27.  
61 Idem, p. 302 and 304.
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not very interesting. This was certainly true for the Dutch. While they 
already traded along the Malabar coast regularly, the Dutch started to buy 
opium from Surat in 1640 and earlier.62 With this step, the VOc also 
became closely involved in the Arabian and Asiatic trade network. For 
example, an office in the Persian Gamron (Bandar Abbas) was founded in 
1623 where not only silk, wool, spices or cotton fabrics were purchased, 
but also opium. In Surat, opium arrived from several sources, not just 
from Malwa. 

The VOc—Batavia (council) placed its first order with

the Surat factors for a modest amount of 187 pounds of opium. In 1641, 
the council received a mere 42½ pounds of Malwa opium from Surat .... It 
has been estimated that between 1640 and 1652, Batavia received, on an 
average, only 500 pounds of opium per annum from Surat.63

However, Prakash forgot the documents he published earlier about the 
Dutch relations with Surat.64 Even in the pre-Van den Broecke period, in 
1602, two Dutch factors arrived in Surat, but they were killed by the 
Portuguese; five years later there were again contacts, which were damag-
ing for the Dutch. Starting a decade later, however, a regular relationship 
between VOc Batavia and the northwestern coast of India was estab-
lished.65 The details are not necessary here.

There were several opium deals between 1620 and the happenings in 
1641- 1652.66 The VOc Directors in Amsterdam were informed that opium 
is also exported from Surat and other places in the region (1620). Two 
years later (February and March 1622) 1,187 pounds (6 packets) of opium 
were transported by a Dutch ship, the Sampson, from Surat to Batavia 
(value 1 pound for 1 florin) and 380 pounds by another ship, the Weesp. 
Just a few months later the Governor-General in Batavia himself ordered 
‘200 to 300 catties of good quality opium’ of the kind sent by a new ship. 
Another VOc representative asked in the same month for ‘300 to 400 

62 O. Prakash (1985), Idem. Also for the next chapter this is an impressive and indis-
pensable study. Although he used different archival sources than I did for the next Mala-
bar chapter, his conclusions are not that different from mine. The same can be said from 
his treatment of the Bengal relation to VOc Batavia (see below chapter 13 and 14).

63 Idem, note 11.
64 In O. Prakash (1984) useful documents of the trade in the realm are edited and col-

lected. A new 2007edition could not be consulted. For the early (1620-1650) Dutch profit-
able trade with Surat and neighboring cities, see H. van Santen. Opium was not yet much 
traded, but copper, cotton, saltpeter, indigo, etc. were. The Dutch also succeeded in dis-
mantling the large spice trade of Gujarati merchants with the Indonesian archipelago. 

65 Idem, p. 14 ff.
66 Idem, p. 134, 193, 195, 199, 203  
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 catties of good quality opium’ while complaining that the ‘lot sent with 
the Sampson was found to be of very poor quality’ (one catty weighs 1.25 
Dutch pounds).

Again a year later, the VOc Batavia wrote to its representative in 
coromandel (East Indian coast): ‘Since a large amount of opium had been 
received, no more of it was to be bought until further orders.’ Apparently, 
opium was also imported in Batavia from the eastern coast, allowing a 
comparison of its quality.

Including the information given about the years until 1652, it can be 
concluded that the early Dutch opium trade was—like that of the 
Portuguese—not impressive at all. Then suddenly a dramatic change 
occurred in this trade, which was directly connected to the Dutch take-
over of the Malabar coast. How dramatic this was is discussed in the next 
chapter. 

When the Dutch started the definite attack on the Portuguese bul-
warks in December 1661, our witness is again Wouter Schouten. He 
describes at length all the battles in which the Portuguese are assisted by 
the so-called nairos, a kind of aristocratic warrior, who like the ancient 
Spartans do nothing but train in the fighting arts, making armaments and 
love to each others wives:

They do not surrender easily, but remain at their place strong as a post, 
while attacking notwithstanding fire, swords or bullets: by using opium they 
are fully out of their senses. And further on: ‘The enemy, frantic by the 
opium, stands like a wall and shoots, hacks and cuts with big knifes every-
thing and everybody within its reach.67 

The “opium coast” was conquered, and the consequences of this were so 
far-reaching that a detailed analysis of what actually happened is required. 
Schouten immediately changes the tone of his information. About the 
Zamorin, the overlord of several petty rulers along the Malabar coast, he 
reports:

It seems as if the Zamorin is regularly dazed and his memory lags behind. 
This must be the result of excessive opium use. All the kings of Malabar 

67 W. Schouten, p. 194, remarks about opium as one of many merchandises, p. 233, 237 
in Surat and Ahmadabad, both cities in Guyarat. Earlier he talked extensively about the 
luxury life of the kings and courts of Persia (p. 228 ff.), but without mentioning the use of 
opium. For these Hindu warriors, also called “Nayars”, see S.F. Dale, p. 16-18 and passim. 
They form the basic military force of every Malabar state. Apparently, Barbosa was the first 
to report about their existence and function (S. Dale, p. 21 ff., 238, 239 notes 25 and 30, 44). 
Dale does not mention opium use.
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demonstrate the same behavior, and numerous other people in the whole 
of the East Indies are addicted.68 

This is not the East Indies, and we can only conclude that the chiefs and 
their nairos are potential opium users. In addition, Schouten later lists 
which kind of products are grown in Malabar: between eleven names ‘and 
many more fruits and vegetables’, opium is also mentioned without any 
specific emphasis.69 

But English merchant-adventurers provided other interesting news 
from the opium front. Still pupils of the Dutch, they already warned 
“London” about what was going to happen:

In their letter dated January 1, 1666, the English factors in Malabar reported 
to the court of Directors in London: “the natives of those parts not being 
able to live without ophium which now they cannot have but from the 
Dutch ... they have all the pepper which is the growth of those parts in truck 
for it.70

Indeed, there was some specific relation between the Dutch, pepper and 
opium in Malabar. That was not discovered even by carl Trocki, who 
established a pre-English opium trade of the Dutch only in Southeast 
Asia, where ‘the Dutch seem to have been the first to make it a “little” 
luxury, rather than an exotic medicine’ because they changed ‘the man-
ner in which opium was consumed.’71 Alas, such a peaceful attitude was 
never demonstrated by the Dutch, unless the enemy was too strong, as 
the following chapters will show.

 

68 W. Schouten, p. 253, 254.
69 Idem, p. 267.
70 Quoted by O. Prakash (1985), p. 170 note 79.
71 c. Trocki (1999a), p. 34, 35. He made no special study of the case. It is, however, really 

serious that the most recent Dutch publication, E. Jacobs, missed this whole economic 
development and thinks that the Dutch started to deal with opium in 1677 on Java only 
(Idem, p. 128), continuing with statements that the ‘VOc shipped the Bengal raw opium 
only to Batavia’ (Idem) and never connected the Malabar (Kerala) coast with the pepper-
opium deals. See also Idem, note 249. Further research could reveal whether the Dutch 
absorbed a few Indian practices, such as blending tobacco with medicinal (and mildly 
narcotic) herbs.
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